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A single cell in a 12 cell bulkhead was instrumented to observe

its behavior and confirm design assumptions during construction.

Vibrating wire strain gages were employed to measure horizontal

strains in sheetpiling webs. These were converted to interlock

force at eight locations and three elevations around the cell. The

deformed shape of the cell was detected by using an inclinometer.

Movements of the cell both vertically and horizontally were observed

using surveying methods. In addition, the position of the phreatic

line inside cell was noted.

Difficulties with installation of instrumentation are described.

Performance of the instruments successfully installed is discussed.

The effect of each construction event is presented in the form of

graphs which show the horizontal stress on sheetpiling surfaces,

interlock forces and deformed shapes for sheetpiling and movements

of the cell.



Results of the study showed that the current method of analysis

for this type of structure is adequate for calculation of maximum inter-

lock forces. The coefficient of lateral earth pressure, K, to be

used in interlock stability analysis, was shown to be about 0.45

compared to a value of 0.4 that was used in design. The settlement

of the cell was greater than expected. The cell settled around ten

inches by the end of the construction period. The observed settle-

ments were attributed to wave action on sheetpiling and the weight

of the cell fill and backfill, although no specific evidence separating

their respective effects was available. The maximum movement of

the cell above the dredgelin.e toward the river was about ten inches.

The phreatic line inside the cell was horizontal at all times, and

at the elevation of the adjacent river.
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BEHAVIOR OF A CIRCULAR CELL BULKHEAD
DURING CONSTRUCTION

INTRODUCTION

Anchored bulkheads are usually used for low to medium height

waterfront retaining structures. If a bulkhead with great exposed

height is required, or it is desired to eliminate the usual relieving

platform, it is sometimes more economical to use cellular structures.

Cellular bulkhead design rules have been adapted from those used for

cellular cofferdams. These rules rely heavily on past experience

and empiricism. Model tests to study the behavior of cellular coffer-

dam structures have been reported (2,6). To date, no model tests

for cellular bulkheads have been conducted. At least one field

instrumentation effort has been reported (15).

The objective of the research reported herein was to document

the behavior of a full scale circular cell bulkhead considering cell

deformations, interlock force distribution throughout the cell, and

movements of the cell vertically and horizontally. The cell response

was to be related to various construction events and loading conditions .

Comparisons of the response from field measurement were made

with predictions from design, where possible.

A single cell in a 12 cell-bulkhead was instrumented using

Telemac SC-11 vibrating wire strain gages. Sixty-four strain gages
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were attached to the inside and outside of eight different sheetpilings

in the cell, at four levels 20 feet apart vertically, to measure hori-

zontal strains. The strains were converted to stress in the sheet-

piling. Deformations were monitored with a Soiltest Slope Meter and

periodic horizontal and vertical surveys. A slope meter tube was

welded along the entire length of each instrumental sheetpile.

The results from field observation showed that the cell did not

behave symmetrically in the field. Hoop stress and interlock force,

in this case, was not maximum behind the Y-section joining the cell

and connecting arc. The cell deflected toward the river in response

to the lateral force, resulting from the backfill on the land side of

the bulkhead. however, the cell did not deflect as a rigid structure.

Deflection of the back side of the cell due to the lateral force was

greater at the midheight of the cell than at its top,. while the oppo-

site happened to the front of the cell. Settlement of the cell was

greater than expected. The phreatic line inside the cell was horizon-

tal and corresponded to the elevation of the adjacent river.



DESIGN ANALYSIS OF CIRCULAR CELL STRUCTURES

Cellular cofferdams are retaining structures constructed of

interlocking steel sheetpiling forming adjacent cells which are filled

with soil or rock fragments.

The cellular cofferdam was first developed as a temporary

structure to exclude water from an excavation and allow construction

in the dry. It is now often used either as a temporary or permanent

structure to retain soil, water or both. Permanent cellular coffer-

dams are performing well as dock walls, piers, breakwaters, and

retaining walls.

Cellular construction can be designed in various plan shapes,

according to the applications and purposes for which it is intended.

The three principal types of layouts, circular, diaphragm, and

coverleaf, are shown in Figure 1. Besides these three main types,

modified layouts have been used to retain earth fill. Among these

types, the circular cell is generally preferable.

Design Procedure

Cellular cofferdams are built of two very different materials,

steel and soil, The flexibility and non-continuity of the steel shell

results in a complex interaction that makes a rational design very

difficult. Although various theories have suggested analytical
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a) Circular cells

b

b) Diaphragm cells

c) Cover leaf cells

Figure 1. Cellular cofferdams

a) Circular type

Figure 2. Modified cellular coffeniarns

b

b) Diaphragm: type



solutions for the stresses in cells, most designers of such structures

still rely heavily on past practice and experience.

Generally, the design of a cellular cofferdam proceeds as

that of an anchored wall. Before a design can be initiated, the neces-

sary controlling dimensions must be set and a site reconnaisance

made. The height of the cofferdam must be established from flood

records so that its top is at least at the level of the anticipated high

water during the life of the cofferdam.

Current conventional practice is to evaluate the stability of

cellular cofferdams against the following failure modes: 1) excessive

interlock tension, 2) sliding on the base, 3) slipping, and 4) loss of

internal stability.

For design analysis, a cellular cofferdam is generally replaced

by an equivalent fictitious rectangular cofferdam (see Figure 1). The

width, b, of the fictitious cofferdam has either the same plan area or

the same section modulus as the actual cofferdam. The calculation

of b by equal area is easier and is generally justified. TVA engi-

neers (12) have found that the results of analyses by the two methods

are almost identical. The average widths by the method of equal

areas generally are about six percent greater than that by the method

of equal section modulii, No general statement about the conserva-

tism of either approach may be made, since the width of the coffer-

dam is controlled by both maximum and minimum radii, depending
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upon the potential failure mode being analyzed.

The relationships between the average width, b, and the radius,

r, of a cell used by TVA engineers are as follows:

b = 1.57 r with 90 - degree T's

b = 1.75 r with 60 - degree T's

Terzaghi (13) recommended the following:

b = 1.7 r for circular cells

b = 1.8 r for diaphragm cells

The length, L, (Figure 1) between crosswalls in the fictitious

rectangular cellular cofferdam is equal to the average distance be-

tween crosswalls in the cellular cofferdam.

Since the cell fill is nearly always at least partially saturated,

the location of the line of saturation becomes the first step in the

stability analysis. According to field observations on several cellu-

lar cofferdams, TVA (12) has suggested that the position of the

phreatic line inside the cell should be as shown in Figure 3. If the

cell is perfectly free draining, the lower one-half of the cell may be

assumed as saturated. With other types of cell fill, the saturation

line is often assumed to lie on a 2:1 slope.



a) Free draining fill

Phreatic line

///.\\/// /\\ //

b) Fill not free draining

7

Figure 3. Location of phreatic line for design purposes. (After TVA)

Failure Modes

Excessive Interlock Tension

The most frequently occurring cause of cofferdam failure has

been excessive interlock tension. The interlock tension developed in

a cellular cofferdam is a function of the internal cell pressure. Obser-

vations of the deformation of cellular cofferdams indicate that the

maximum bulging of the cell occurs in a zone between 1/4 to 1/3 of

the height of the exposed portion of the sheetpiling above the embedded

part of the cell. While other procedures use the full value of pressure at

the dredge line to estimate the maximum interlock tension in the cell,

TVA engineers (12) generally assume the maximum pressure occurs



at a point 1/4 of the exposed height of the cell above the dredge line.

The factor of safety against excessive interlock tension is

defined as the ratio of the ultimate strength, tu, to the maximum

interlock tension, t. The maximum interlock tension of a circular

section is calculated from

where:

t = pr

t = interlock tension

p = net horizontal total stress

r = radius of cell

(1)

The net horizontal total stress, p, at any depth in the cell fill is

the sum of the net lateral soil and water pressure. The lateral soil

pressure is found as the product of the effective weight of cell fill at

that depth and the coefficient of horizontal earth pressure, K.

Terzaghi (13) estimated that K must have the value between

0.4 and 0.5. He suggested the empirical value of 0.4. Krynine (4)

suggested the following equation to determine K:

K =
2 - cos 24)

cos24) (2)

where 4 is the friction angle of the soil in the cell. Krynine's K

value is recommended by Navdock's DM-7 (5).

The maximum interlock tension is believed to occur in the

sheetpiling connecting the cell to the adjacent arc. TVA (12) suggests



Equation 3 for calculation of this interlock tension.

pLtmax. cos 0

9

(3)

In Equation 3, p is the total net horizontal pressure. L and 0 are

shown in Figure 4.

tm ax.

t

4-ft

cell

q, cofferdam & cell

L

Figure 4. Interlock stress in a circular cofferdam. (After TVA)

The allowable interlock tension for the sheetpiling is given by

the manufacturer. The factor of safety against interlock failure

should be at least 2 (14).

Sliding Stability

The cofferdam is subjected to unbalanced lateral forces due to

water head and soil pressure. It must provide sufficient resistance

to sliding on the base caused by this unbalanced force. The factor

of safety against sliding is obtained by considering the driving forces



and the potential resisting forces acting on a unit length.

Hence

F. S. -
Witan6 + P

p
P

where W' = effective weight of the cell fill

10

(4)

6 = coefficient of friction between the cell fill and
foundation at the base of the cell. This is usually
taken as ci) , the friction angle of the cell fill

effective passive resistance of the soil and berm
on the unloaded side, per foot of wall

P = total lateral force on the loaded side.

This factor of safety should be at least 1.25 for temporary

structures and 1.50 for permanent construction (14).

/1"
tanj

Figure 5. Sliding stability of a cell.

Slipping Stability

It must be realized that a cellular cofferdam is not a rigid

body that can be overturned about the toe on the unloaded side. When

a cellular cofferdam is subjected to large overturning forces, failure
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can occur by tilting the outboard sheetpiling and losing the cell fill

as it runs out of the heel of the cell. In such cases slippage occurs

between the sheetpiles on the outboard face and the cell fill. In order

to compute the safety factor against such a failure, moments are

summed about the inboard toe. The resisting moment is due to

frictional forces on the face of the outboard sheetpile plus the effective

passive resistance of the soil and the berm on the inboard face. The

weight of the cell does not provide resisting moment since it is

assumed that the cell fill does not lift up with the sheetpile. If the

lateral force between the fill and sheetpile on the outboard side is

assumed equal to the external force, P, the factor of safety can be

determined as

where

(P tan a) b
F. = P 1-1/3

b = fictitious width of the cell

H = height of the cofferdam

P = total lateral force

a = friction angle between fill and sheetpile

The factor of safety should be at least 1.25 (11).

(5.)
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Figure 6. Slipping stability of Cell.

Internal Stability

Vertical Shear on Center of Cell Fill. The concept of this type

of cell failure was described by Terzaghi (13). As any structural

member acted upon by lateral forces, the cofferdam is subjected to

shearing stresses. The magnitude of this shear stress is maximum

along the center of the cell (Figure 7) and may be determined from

3M
V =max 2b

(6)

where M is true moment due to external lateral force above the base

(or above any horizontal section under consideration), and b is the

fictitious width of the cofferdam.
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Figure 7. Vertical Shear in cell

Shearing resistance on the plane along the center of the cell is

computed from the lateral force, Pa as

S1 = Patanl

where 4 is the angle of internal friction, and

(7)

= NH
2

1<a (8)

in which H is the height of the cell, and Ka is the ratio of hori-

zontal to vertical stress.

Therefore

S
1

1
= yH2

I<
a

4)tan (9)

In addition to this shearing resistance, the friction in the sheet-

piling interlocks at both ends of the diameter through which the

normal plane passes, also provides resistance. Tension in the

interlocks will be



T = Par

14

(10)

where r is the radius of the cell. So friction in the interlocks is

S2 = Parf

where f is the coefficient of friction of steel on steel.

Since there are two interlocks in a unit length, 2L, of fictitious

cell, the total available interlock friction on the neutral plane, per

linear foot of dam is
1 2 22 X
2

yH K
a
rf yH K

a.
rf

2L 2L
( 12 )

Therefore, the total available shearing resistance per foot of

length is

or

or

+ S
2

5 = yH
2 rfKa (tar4 + )

The factor of safety against this type of failure is

F. S =
Vmax

F. S.

2
-2- H Ka(tanci) + L )

3M
2b

rf
y bHz a(tanc) + T )

3M

The safety factor should be at least 1.25 for temporary

(13)

(14)

(15)
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structures and 1.5 for permanent structures (14).

Tiffin& of Cell. In 1957, E. M. Cummings (2) proposed a method

of analysis of cofferdams based on his experiments with model coffer-

dams on rock.

a) Cell fill resistance to lateral force

c

a

H

b) Forces in ti

2 ef c

c) Pressure diagram provided by cell fill

ting failure mode

Figure 8. Cummings' tilting analy-sis.

Figure 8 shows the concepts he used. When the lateral force,

P, is applied to the cell the resistance from the cell fill develops

as a triangle, hij, forming an angle cl) to the horizontal. The soil
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in triangle hij is in the passive state. The rest of the fill acts as a

surcharge and stabilizes the soil in triangle hij. This part of the

fill is termed W
1°

From Figure 8. b, W1 is the summation of weights of the

loose soil in zone defh and the soil included in the triangle fgh.

W1 y (a + y) y cotc1)

The shearing resistance along horizontal plane gf provided

by W1 is

or

R = W
1
tanc) = (ay + y2)

(16)

(17)

R = y ay +1-X2yy2 (18)

When y = c, R is maximum.

Hence

But

and

Therefore,

= y(ac + c 2)
(19)max

C = b tam' (20)

a = H c (21)

R = ybHtan4 (22)
max

From Equation 18, R can be represented by a rectangle and

triangle as shown in Figure 8. c. The resisting moment computed

for R1 and R2 is

c
3

2 c3Mr = y + )

1

(23)
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The stability of the cell is provided by interlock friction in

addition to the resistance from cell fill. The resisting moment per

foot of cell by interlock friction is found to be

Mr2 p
1
fb (24)

where p
1

is the total force per linear foot on a vertical plane through

the cell, f is the coefficient of lock friction, and b is the fictitious

width of cell.

The total combined resisting moment developed from the cell

fill and interlock friction is

c2 c3Mr = +
3

) + p
1
fb

The factor of safety against tilting is defined as the ratio of

resisting moments, Mr, to the overturning moments, M , or
o

F. S. =

Mr

Mo

(25)

(26)

Cummings did not set a requirement for this safety factor. A

reasonable requirement appears to be between 1.25 and 1.5 (16).

Underseepage

For a cell founded on sand, besides the preceding stability con-

siderations, Terzaghi (13) recommended that seepage under the base

of the cofferdam should be given attention in those situations where
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the cofferdam is to serve as a dewatering aid. Where there is sig-

nificant tidal range this may also be a consideration for permanent

structures.

Seepage through the base of the cofferdam may be considered.

as follows (see Figure 9).

b = 0. 85H

Figure 9. Seepage beneath cell on sand (after Terzaghi (13)).

1. The exit gradient at point "a" must be limited to prevent

erosion of soil and formation of a pipe which may undermine the

cofferdam.

2. The head in the neighborhood of point "a" must be smaller

than that needed to lift the soil above it and cause failure by heave

of the toe.

3. The upward seepage forces between point "a' " and "a"

must not reduce the vertical effective stress enough to excessively

affect the available passive resistance or bearing capacity at the toe.
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The three seepage problems may be evaluated by a flow net,

which allows determination of the exit gradient, the potential for

heave of the toe, and estimates of the reduction in passive resistance

at the toe.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The site of the circular cell bulkhead project is at Port of

Portland Terminal No. 4 on the Willamette River, just downstream

from the St. John's bridge in Portland, Oregon. The project location

is shown in Figure 10. The structure was designed to provide ship

berths for a steel handling wharf. It consists of 12 circular cells,

each 65.8 feet in diameter. The cells are connected by arcs on the

front side using 300 Y-sheetpiles as connectors (see Figure 11).

Figure 12 shows an elevation view of a cell from the upstream

side. Shorter sheetpiling were used on the back side to save money.

The tips of the sheetpiling on the front of the cell were driven to El.

-70.2'5. The tips of the back sheetpiles were at El. -57.00.

The dredge line in front of the cell was at El. -42. The top of

the front sheetpiles was at El. 18.5. A concrete slab was used as a

cell cap and subgrade for surface paving. The slab was isolated

from the sheetpiling by continuous sponge rubber inserts three inches

thick, placed on the tops of the sheetpiles before the concrete slab

was poured. The finished deck was at El. 25.

Riveted 30° Y-sheetpiles were used. The Y-sheetpiles and

the two adjacent sheetpiles on each side had high strength (20 k/in)

interlock capacity. The remaining sheetpiles had 16 k/in specified

capacity. The sheetpiles on the front side were expected to
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Figure 10. Project location

EXISTING
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Figure 11. Project plan and instrumented cell
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experience higher circumferential forces than those on the back, so

thicker webs were specified. The web thickness of the front sheet-

piling was 0.532 inch and of the back was 0.406 inch. Sheetpiling

were all the same width (see Figure 13).

Preconstruction subsurface exploration (Figure 14) showed

that the site conditions could be expected to be generally good. The

cells were designed to be founded in medium dense to dense fine

sands.

Nomenclature designating various zones of the fills is shown

in Figure 12.

Instrumentation

Purpose of Instrumentation

As previously noted, the design procedures for cellular struc-

tures are recognized as approximate. They have been derived from

theory, intuition and experience with construction cofferdams. Field

observations of the behavior of this type of bulkhead structure are

necessary in order to gain empirical information with which to evalu-

ate the cofferdam design procedures.

This study was initially directed to a determination of:

1) interlock forces developed in the instrumented cell

2) distortion of the sheetpiles in the cell from their original
vertical alignment
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3) vertical and horizontal movement of the cell.

In addition, the phreatic line inside the ceLl was to be observed.

Instruments Used

To obtain field data, vibrating wire strain gages were used to

measure circumferential strains, which were then converted to inter-

lock force 1; a slope meter was used to detect the vertical shape of the

sheetpiles. Plastic pipe with two feet of perforated tip was used to

measure the position of the phreatic line inside cell. Survey instru-

ments were used to measure distances and angles with respect to a

baseline for determination of lateral displacement of the top of a

cell. An engineer's level was used for settlement measurements.

Selection of Instruments

Strain Gages

The maximum radius of a circular cell is usually governed by

calculated tension in the cell interlocks. To compare actual and

design interlock tension, it was necessary to measure circumferential

strain in the cell sheetpile. In a preliminary evaluation of strain

gages, one welded resistance gage and one vibrating wire strain gage

were tested. The resistance gage was a Microdot2 product . The

1 See Appendix VIII.

2Microdot Inc., City of Industry, California.
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vibrating gage was manufactured by Telemac. 3 In the preliminary

investigation the gages were mounted on a steel plate and were

shaken with a frequency that provided acceleration of 1.14 x 104

in/sec, duplicating accelerations expected from the vibratory ham-

mer that was to be used to install sheetpiling during construction

(Figure 15). Both gages withstood this test, retaining their ability

to function after being shaken more than 11 times at 5 cycles each

of shaking (see Appendix V). Economy of installation and the chance

of survival during the process of installation showed that the Telemac

SC-11 was the most suitable gage for this project.

The vibrating wire strain gage operates on the principal that

the change in length of gage wire produced by strain in a structural

member to which it is attached will result in a change of the natural

frequency of the wire. Thus, in operation the wire is excited and its

natural frequency is measured. Both operations can be handled by

a portable readout unit. From changes in natural frequency, the

strain and corresponding stress are determined.

Slope Meter

Generally, it is reasonable to believe that maximum interlock

tension in a cell occurs where the cell deforms the most. In the usual

3 Telemac International Inc., Montral, Canada.
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Figure 15. Gage shaking test
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design procedure this position is assumed to be between one-fourth

and one-third of the height of the cell above the dredge line.

To determine the deflected shape of the sheetpiles, a Slope
4Meter was used. In operation, the Slope Meter was inserted into a

two-inch by two-inch square steel tube which was installed along the

interlock on the outside of the cell for the full length of the sheetpile.

Measurements were made at two-foot intervals along each diagonal

of the tube.

Surveying Equipment

To determine the location of each instrumented sheetpile,

periodic surveys referenced to control in the backup area were made.

Horizontal location was determined using a Hewlett-Packard 3800

distance meter for distance measurement and a Wild T-2 theodolite to

measure angles. Settlement of the cell was determined with a self

leveling level, model SL 602, manufactured by Hilger Watts.

Selection of Cell for Instrumentation

Cell No. 4 was chosen to be instrumented for three reasons.

Contours of the river bottom showed that only the bottom strain

gages at level D would have to be driven into the sand. The distance

4Soiltest, Inc., Evanston, Illinois.
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from Cell No. 4 to the most logical survey station was within the

capacity of survey instruments. Finally, Cell No. 4 was not so close

to the end of the structure that it could not be considered representa-

tive of the typical cell. Consider the top view of a cell as a dial of a

watch (Figure 11). Let the dockside position be twelve o'clock. It

would be reasonable to expect the cell to behave symmetrically about

a section through six and twelve o'clock. If the behavior of the cell

on either the left or right side of this section is determined, one

could reasonably presume that the opposite side behaves similarly.

It was, therefore, planned to obtain the needed information by instru-

menting the right half cell at six positions designated 1,2, 3, ..., 6

as shown in Figure 11. To determine if the cell behaved symmetri-

cally as assumed, and to provide some insurance against mortality,

two sheetpiles were selected for instrumentation on the opposite side.

One was at 7 and the other at 8 for redundancies of 4 and 3, respec-

tively.

To determine the vertical location of maximum interlock force,

four levels designated A, B, C, and D were instrumented with strain

gages. The layout is shown in Figure 11. Level C is just above the

dredge line. Two strain gages were mounted opposite each other on

both sides of each sheetpile for every gage location. In this manner

bending stress could be detected. The gages were installed on lugs

welded to sheetpiles in accord with the supplier's recommendations.
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The gages were then "tuned" to a proper initial frequency.

A slope meter tube was mounted on each instrumented sheet-

pile. Four piezometer tubes were placed inside cell at instrumented

sheetpile positions 2, 4, 5, and 7.

Construction Events

Because the instrumentation locations would be inaccessible

when the cell was ready for driving, all instruments had to be

installed prior to threading.

The cell was formed on two templates. After the templates had

been positioned, all the sheetpilings in the cell were threaded. The

sheetpilings were then driven to their final positions with a vibratory

hammer, Model 2- 75E, manufactured by the L. B. Foster Company,

and the templates were removed. No particular difficulty was

encountered in driving the instrumented sheetpiling.

Strain gage readings were obtained shortly after the entire cell

was driven to its final position. Twenty-six gages out of the 64

installed were not working (see Results and Discussions). Six of

these were subsequently replaced by a diver.

Construction of the bulkhead started from the upstream end

(from Cell 12 to Cell 1). After Cell 4 and connecting arcs were

driven to final position, it was discovered that there was a silt layer

inside Cell 4 and in the adjacent area. Removal of silt was judged to
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be necessary. Soil inside the cell was therefore excavated from El.

-35 to El. -42. Filling then began. The first stage of filling Cell 4

was by clamshell, from El. -42 to El. -31. Five days after this was

completed, filling was resumed. Filling from El. -31 to El. -21

was completed using the same method. After silt outside cell was

removed, the cell was filled from El. -21 to El. 14 using a conveyor

(see Figure 16). Arc 3 was subsequently filled by conveyor to El. 10.

Arc 4 was filled to approximately El. 9 by the same method. While

Arc 4 was being filled, compaction inside the cell was performed by

probing with a 30-inch diameter pipe 65 feet long, driven by the same

hammer that was used to drive the sheetpiling. Probing was carried

down to natural ground level. Three days following the probe com-

paction the area behind the cell was, filled by pushing sand from a

stockpile at the site. Probing in both arcs and behind the cell was

done at a later date. The fill was brought to final grade using

vibratory plates and rollers for compaction. The concrete deck slab

was then poured.

The construction sequence and dates for data collection from

the instrumentation are listed in Table 1.
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Figure 16. Cell filling by conveyor
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Table 1. Construction and readings sequence

Event Date Started Date Completed

Install strain gages
Set cell template
Thread sheetpiling for Cell 4
Drive sheetpiling for Cell 4
Thread and drive Arc 4
Install replacement strain gages
Initial strain gage readings
Dredge silt inside cell: El. -35 to El. -42
Fill cell to El. -31 (Zone A)
Strain gage readings
Fill cell to El. -21 (Zone A)
Strain gage readings
Slope meter readings
Fill cell to El. 14 (Zone A)
Strain gage readings
Slope meter readings
Strain gage readings
Strain gage readings
Fill Arc 3 to El. 10 (Zone B)
Strain gage readings during probing
Fill Arc 4 to El. 9 (Zone B)
Strain gage readings
Complete Zone B behind cell to El. 11
Strain gage readings
Probe Arc 3
Probe Arc 4
Slope meter readings
Strain gage readings
Final 4. 5' fill
Strain gage readings
Slope meter readings
Concrete slab poured
Slope meter and strain gage readings

27 Sept 73 5 Oct 73
11 Oct 73 11 Oct 73

12 Oct 73 16 Oct 73
17 Oct 73 19 Oct 73
18 Oct 73 19 Oct 73
10 Nov 73 11 Nov 73
11 Nov 73 11 Nov 73
12 Nov 73 13 Nov 73
13 Nov 73 15 Nov 73
16 Nov 73 16 Nov 73
20 Nov 73 20 Nov 73
28 Nov 73 28 Nov 73
29 Nov 73 29 Nov 73
10 Dec 73 11 Dec 73
13 Dec 73 13 Dec 73
14 Dec 73 14 Dec 73
17 Dec 73 14 Dec 73
18 Dec 73 14 Dec 73
19 Dec 73 20 Dec 73
21 Dec 73 21 Dec 73
21 Dec 73 26 Dec 73
28 Dec 73 28 Dec 73
31 Dec 73 3 Jan 74

4 Jan 74 4 Jan 74
6 Feb 74 6 Feb 74
7 Feb 74 7 Feb 74
8 Feb 74 8 Feb 74
8 Feb 74 8 Feb 74

25 Mar 74 25 Mar 74

20 Apr 74 20 Apr 74
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RESULTS

Strain gage readings were taken before the sheetpiles were

lifted and set in place and after the driving was complete. No gages

were damaged by the handling and threading operations. All 16

gages on Level D and 10 gages on Level C were rendered inoperable

by driving. None on Levels A or B were damaged. Table 2 shows

the condition of gages after the cell was driven to its final position.

Notes:

Table 2, Summary of strain gage mortality

Position

Level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7> 8

11 01 0 I O I O I 0 I O I 0 I 0

A

B *
2

*

C X3 X3 X3 X3 * X
3

X
3

X X X X

D X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

* Operable gage
X Inoperable gage
1
I ,= inside of cell, 0 = outside of cell

2
Gage was inoperable before sheet was lifted from the barge

3
Inoperable gages replaced by a driver,
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Six of the inoperable gages at Level C were replaced by a diver.

Of those gages, including the replaced gages at Level C, which were

operable, 35 are still performing satisfactorily (last gage check was

on 9-6-74). See Discussion of Results for the causes of gage damage.

Slopemeter tubes were in good shape when the installation of

the cell was complete. The tube at Position 1 was damaged by a

barge during probing inside the cell and arcs. While the cell was

being filled by conveyor, piezometer tubes, which were attached at

the top to the sheetpilings, were broken away from the cell wall,

and were not in a vertical position.

The observations of the stresses, deformations and settlements

of the cell presented here are related to the main construction events.

Cell Deformations

The deformed shape of each instrumented sheetpile was deter-

mined by measuring both radial and tangential sheetpile inclinations.

These inclinations were later converted to deformations riverward or

shoreward and deformation radially.

Figures 17 to 28 show the profile of the cell at two sections.

One section is across cell at Positions 1 and 6, the other at Positions

4 and 7. After the fill inside the cell was brought to El. -21, the cell

bulged dramatically (Figures 17 and 18). The deflected shape of the

cell indicates the effectiveness of the imbedded portion of the piles
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in reducing deflections near the mud line and in creating an inflection

point in the elastic curve.

Additional cell fill from El. -21 to El. 14 increased the diameter

of the cell from El. -21 to the top of the cell (Figures 19 and 20).

Before the cell was filled to El. 14, the wave action in the river

caused movement of sheetpiles in the front side of the cell, thus

making repeatable initial readings impossible to obtain. This likely

was the cause of the rather improbable deflected shape of the sheet-

pile at Position 1 in Figures 18 and 20. The deformation of Position

1 at these stages is probably exaggerated since the initial (reference)

position of the sheet was not fixed during the time when readings

were being taken to determine its shape.

Figures 21 and 22 show the effect of Zone B filling. Arcs 3

and 4 were filled before the area in back of the cell was filled. From

Figure 21, it can be seen that the lateral pressure from the fill in

both arcs pushed both sides of the cell inward. After the back of the

cell was filled, the cell was pushed toward the river as shown in

Figure 22. It is interesting to note that the sheetpile at Position 6

responded to the lateral force from back fill more at about the middle

of its exposed length than anywhere else.

Compaction in Arcs 3 and 4 by probing caused the sheetpiles

at Positions 4 and 7 to bend inward at top as shown in Figure 23.

At Position 1, probably because of lack of soil support in front of the
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cell, the sheetpiles leaned toward the river more than at Position 6

due to the probing in Arcs 3 and 4 (see Figure 24). Unfortunately, at

this stage of construction the slope meter tube at Position 1 was

damaged by the barge, and no further deformation readings could be

obtained.

Fill Zone C and the concrete deck slab did not have any notice-

able effect on deformations of the celL as can be seen in Figures 25,

26 and 27.

Figure 28 shows the movement to the top of the instrumented

sheetpiles as determined from survey measurements. After the cell

was filled from El. -21 to El. 14 all sheetpiles moved toward the

shore. Fill in both arcs caused most of the sheetpiles to move toward

the river, except those on the back side of the cell. From this point

on, the cell deflected toward the river as the backfill was completed.

Figures 29 to 32 show the radial deflection of the cell at Levels

A, B, C, and D. The cell surface has been presented on a plane for

clarity. The deflection of the cell is by no means uniform.

Sheetpilin Stresses and Interlock Forces

Stresses at the surface of the sheetpiling are computed from the

strain gage data. From these stresses, the stress at the neutral axis

(the web "hoop" stress) may be computed. The hoop stress multiplied

by the thickness of the sheetpile web produ.ces the 'interlock force per unit
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of length. The calculation procedures are shown, in Appendix VIII.

Figures 33 and 34 show the stresses at the sheetpile surface

for each construction stage as indicated. The sheetpile stress

pattern at Position 3 is representative of the stress data for the long

sheetpiles at the front side of cell. The sheetpile stress on the short

piles on the back side of the cell is typified by the stress at Position

5. The stresses were initially zero after the cell was driven to its

final position. When the cell was filled to El. -21, measureable

stresses developed only on Level C. The interlock slack throughout

the length of the sheetpiles was eliminated after the cell was filled to

El. 14. The hoop stress at this time was the maximum value ob-

served. It is evident from Figures 33 and 34 that the sheetpile stress

is highest at Level C for Position 3 and at Level B for Position 5.

Later construction events decreased the stress at Level B more than

at any other location. For short sheetpiles, there was no essential

change of stress at Levels A and C.

Interlock forces at Positions 3 and 5 are shown in Figures 35

and 36. For sheetpile at Position 3, interlock force was not maxi-

mum at Level B after the cell was filled. Interlock force decreased

after both arcs were filled and only interlock force at Levels A and

B increased after the back zone was filled. Interlock decreased at

Level C at the same time. There was relatively little change in

interlock force at Level B. At Position 5 (short sheetpiles) the
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interlock force at Level B dropped relatively more than at Levels

A and C.

Figures 37 and 39 show the cell opened at Position 1 with inter-

lock forces plotted against instrumented position. At Level A the data

is inconsistent, showing high compressive forces. The broken lines

were used to connect the estimated interlock force at Position 6 to

that at Positions 5 and 7. The estimation at this location was neces-

sary due to the loss of gage at Position 6.

It is obvious that at Level B the interlock force changed the

most on the back side of the cell. At Level C the maximum change

occurred on the front sheetpiles.

Settlement of the Cell

Settlements of the sheetpiles in the cell corresponding to con-

struction events are plotted in Figures 40 and 41. Elevations of the

top of each sheetpile after the cell was driven to its final position were

used as references. Figure 41 shows that after the cell was filled to

El. -21, the sheetpiles settled nearly uniformly except at Position 1.

The rate of settlement of the front sheetpiles proceeded rather uniform-

ly as the construction progressed. The back side of the cell settled

at a higher rate. At the end of construction, settlement of the back

side was greater than the front.
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Phreatic Line Inside the Cell

The phreatic line inside the cell was detected by measuring the

water level inside the piezometers. It was found that the phreatic

line was horizontal and at the river level.

Coefficient of Lateral Earth Pressure,

Using measured interlock forces and soil fill densities obtained

from the field, the lateral earth pressure coefficient was computed

as described below.

The average minimum saturated unit weight of cell fill was found

to be 117 pounds per cubic foot (Appendix VI). If the cell is assumed

to behave as a thin-walled cylinder, then

t = 1°
12

where t is the linterlock force in kips per inch, r is the cell

radius in feet and p is the lateral pressure, in kips per square

foot.

(27)

But in this case, since the river level and the phreatic level in

the cell were the same, therefore

p =0- 'IC (28)

in which is the effective vertical pressure at any level, and K

is the coefficient of lateral earth pressure.



If r is 33 feet, from Equations 1 and 2

1<
0.364t
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(2'9)

The values of t for substition in Equation 29were obtained from

strain gage data and Ti was calculated using the unit weights of

the fill.

Figure 42 is the plot of the K values so computed, against

elevation. The K values shown were obtained for the full cell

condition. K cannot be computed for a partial fill condition using

Equation 29 because of the effect of vertical continuity of the sheet-

piling on measured stresses. 5 Figure 42 shows that K decreased

with time after filling was complete.

The maximum average value of K is 0.45. Terzaghi (13)

recommended an empirical value of 0.4.

Probing Effects

While the inside of the cell was being probed, strain gage

readings were taken. The result of the vibration from probing did

increase the stresses in the sheetpiles. The interlock forces for each

level were plotted against positions as shown in Figure 43. The

measured increase of interlock force from probing was highest at

Level B. At Level C, the vibration from probing did not cause much

5See Discussion of Results on page 74.
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change in interlock force. The change of interlock force at Level A

was intermediate between that at Levels B and C.

Position of Maximum Bulging Point

From the plots of deflected shapes vertically, the positions of

the maximum bulging points for each instrumented sheetpile was

measured. The ratio of (x and H are defined in Figure 44) was

plotted against positions as shown in Figure 44. The short sheetpiles

on the back side tended to have higher values of than the lower

piles on the front. The average observed value of x was 0,23.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Causes of Gage Damage

After the cell was driven to its final position, the condition of

all gages was checked. It was found that damage during driving of

the sheetpiles rendered all gages on Level D and some on Level C

inoperable as shown in Table 2. Analysis of these failures and later

examination of the damaged gages from Level C indicated that the

gages were lost because of the inability of the connection between the

gage and its electrical leads to withstand the inertial forces on the

leads caused by the vibratory sheet driver. The connections to gages

at Levels A and B withstood the driving, apparently because the lead

wires were tightly wedged beneath the protective angle. Future

installations may avoid this difficulty by assuring that the leads are

fixed to the piling so that inertial forces are not transmitted to the

gage connection. On this project the leads were connected to wooden

lath, but the lath was not connected to the sheetpile surface.

Initial Cell Fill

Before, cell was filled, the silt layer inside the cell was

removed. Excavation inside cell created unbalanced lateral pressure

between the inside and outside of the wall. Hoop stresses at this
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point were compressive. It is worth noting here that a similar, but

more severe situation buckled another cell on the project. After the

cell was filled to El. -31 the increment of lateral pressure from

inside was apparently not large enough to completely compensate all

hoop compression, as can be seen in Figure 35. The change of hoop

stress at this point occurred mainly on Level C. Filling from El. -31

to El. -21 further increased the lateral force from inside of cell.

Interlock slack on Level C had been evidently eliminated at this stage.

Plots of deformed shapes showed that the cell bulged rather

dramatically. During construction wave action created by river

traffic made it impossible to obtain slope meter data for a fixed initial

position of the cell. The apparent result of this effect in Figure 18

is that the sheetpile at Position 1 is in a location which is likely incor-

rect. This probably resulted from the initial (reference) shape of the

sheet being determined while the sheet was moving. It is probable

that the shape of the sheet obtained after filling to El. -21 was also

determined while its exposed upper part would still move. The

result was the apparent unreasonable deformation of the sheet. The

back of the cell was not similarly affected since the wave effect was

damped by slack in the interlocks and shielding by the structure.

Position 2 was close to the Y-sheetpile which provided increased its

stiffness. This probably helped to reduce movements induced by

waves.
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Settlement of sheetpiles was mostly uniform except at Position

1 which settled more than the others. The front sheetpiles were

longer so they were heavier and would thus logically settle more, at

least initially. Because the foundation was granular soil, it is pos-

sible that the wave action which shook the sheetpiles on the front side

of the cell contributed to this settlement. The cell at this stage

tipped a little toward the river as can be seen in Figure 41.

Filling of Cell

Interlock slack was eliminated on every level during final

filling of the cell. Hoop stresses increased dramatically. Plots of

interlock force against elevation show that there were two typical

distribution patterns along each sheetpile vertically. For long sheet-

pilings (also thicker web) interlock force increased almost linearly

with depth of fill. The largest interlock force developed on Level C

(see Event 3, Figure 45). Figure 36 shows that the largest interlock

force for short sheetpiles occurred at Level B. The cause of differ-

ent distribution of these interlock forces is attributed to the extra

length of the long sheetpiles (the cell was filled to the top of the back

sheetpiles.). Theinterlock force near the top of the front sheetpiles was

partially carried by that portion of the sheetpiles above the fill.

Consequently, the interlock force observed at Levels A and B here

was lower than that which would have occurred if the top of the front
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sheetpilings were at the fill level. At the back of the cell, there was

no extra length of the sheetpiles to reduce the interlock from Levels

A and B in this manner.

The interlock force at this stage was the maximum that the cell

experienced through the construction period, For the long sheetpiles

on the front, only the interlock force on Level C decreased as the

construction progressed. Interlock force on Levels A and B increased

after Zone B was filled.

This additional fill did not greatly increase the maximum defor-

mation in the cell. The portion of the sheetpiles above the previous

fill level was pushed out by internal lateral force resulting from the

additional fill. Positions of the maximum bulging of the cell were

not at uniform height above the dredge line. The maximum bulging

point of the short sheetpiles tended to occur at higher elevation than

that of the long sheetpiles. This is probably because the point of

application of the total lateral force resulting from the cell fill acted

closer to the top of the sheetpiles on the back than on the front, since

the cell was filled to the top of back side and left unfilled to a depth

of about 5 feet on the front.

Settlement of the short sheetpiles was obviously more than the

long ones, after filling, as can be seen in Figure 41. After filling,

sand in the cell apparently started to consolidate and compress.

This behavior is similar to that experienced at Long Beach (15).
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Figure 42 shows that the coefficient of lateral earth pressure, K,

decreased after filling. Negative skin friction therefore would develop

and was probably a major contributing cause of sheetpile settlement.

The longer sheetpiles resisted settlement better than the short ones

due to the greater depth of penetration. Waves from the river traffic

should not produce settlement of the front sheetpiles after cell filling.

Because the cell settled more on the back side than front, the cell

tipped backward toward the shore as can be seen in Figure 28, as a

result of filling.

Arc Filling

Arc 4 was filled after Arc 3. They were filled in the same man-

ner with the final elevation in Arc 4 about a foot lower than in Arc 3.

Outside lateral forces from the arc fill reduced curvature of both

sides of the cell and simultaneously increased curvature of its front

and back. Consequently, bending of the sheetpiles at the sides of the

cell, about their vertical axes, was reduced while it was increased

on the front and back of the cell. Interlock forces decreased through-

out the cell.

There was not time to obtain slope meter data between the

period after the arcs were filled and before the remaining Zone B

backfill was placed. The survey data in Figure 28 shows that the top

of the cell moved toward the river on the front side and toward the
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shore on the back side due to filling of both arcs. After Arc 3 was

filled, the cell was pushed upstream. It was pushed back downstream

after Arc 4 was filled (Figure 21).

Probing Inside Cell

Prior to construction, there was some concern that probing in

the cell might result in liquefaction of the fine sand cell fill. The

result would be, of course, very high interlock forces and possible

rupture of the cell. It was the considered judgement of the design

engineer that this was not very likely, nonetheless, the behavior of

the cell during this phase was worthy of observation.

Probing inside the cell was done after Arc 3 was filled. The dis-

tance between probed points was between 5 feet and 10 feet. The

probing pipe was driven to original ground surface (El. -42). After

the tip of the probe was at El. -42, vibration was carried on for about

one minute. The probing pipe was then pulled out. The pipe was

driven half way down again and held at this position for another min-

ute. The process of probing one hole was completed by pulling the

pipe out.

Strain gage readings were being made while probing was going

on. Figure 43 shows the relative change of interlock force due to

probing. It is obvious that interlock force at Level B increased for

every instrumented sheetpile. Because of restraint on the embedded

portion of the piles, the change of interlock force on Level C was

smallest. The fill in Arc 3 minimized interlock force change at

Levels B and C resulting from probing on the downstream side of the

cell. Interlock force on Level A increased at Positions 4 and 5 and
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decreased at other positions, compared to the previous record.

The change of interlock force plotted in Figure 43 was the

relative change between the interlock force in cell before probing and

during probing. After probing was done, interlock force in the cell

dropped back to a value close to that previously recorded.

If the cell had liquefied during probing the change in interlock

force at any depth, 11, below the fill surface would have had a maxi-

mum value of hr (y - y'K). At Level B, where the highest changes in

interlock force were measured, the maximum observed value was less

than 25 percent of the change which would result from liquefaction.

It was therefore concluded that general liquefaction had not occurred.

Zone B Backfilling

Placing backfill in Zone B caused horizontal lateral force on the

cell toward the river. This force caused the cell to deflect horizontally

toward the river. Figure 22 shows the deflection of the cell radially

and riverward at Positions 1 and 6. Figures 65 to 78 show deflection

of the cell riverward according to construction events. Curves

R2 - R3 show the deflection of the cell caused by Zone B filling. The

entire cell did not respond to the backfill as a rigid structure. The

pattern of deflection of the front of the cell was different than on the

back. The maximum movement of the front sheetpilings occurred at

the top. For the back sheetpiles the maximum deflection occurred

between one-half to three-quarters of the way down the sheetpiles

from the top. This shape results from the passive resisting force

due to the cell fill and the thrust from Zone B backfill near the top of

the cell. There is no net resisting force on the front of the cell.
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Due to the cell fill, the resisting force on the backside was provided

by passive soil resistance. Consequently, the deflection of the front

sheetpiles was greater than the back, and this was most evident at

the top of the sheetpiles.

Zone B backfill of this stage provided the maximum lateral

thrust toward the river since it was in its loosest state (before com-

paction). The application point of the thrust is believed to be at one-

third of the height of the fill from the ground before filling. This is

probably the cause of the maximum deflection of the central height

of the cell on the back side.

Backfilling Zone B reduced the total lateral deflection of the

back of the cell since it provided lateral thrust to counter the internal

forces from the cell fill. The result of the lateral force caused by

back filling was to increase both the internal force and deflection

riverward on the front part of the cell. Consequently, the relative

change of interlock force from the previous record showed an in-

crease at the front of the cell and a decrease on the back side.

Filling Zone B increased the negative skin friction on the back

side. Consequently, the back side settled more than the front. This

obvious effect is shown in Figure 41.

Probing Arcs 3 and 4

Probing inside both arcs did not dramatically distort the cell.

However, it was noticed that sheetpiles at extreme front and back
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positions (Positions 1 and 6, respectively) deflected outward while the

rest deflected inward.

Vibration from probing did increase lateral earth pressure in

the cell. Additional lateral earth pressure from probing both arcs

reduced the net pressure. Therefore, interlock force decreased due

to the effect of probing Arcs 3 and 4, as shown in the plot of inter-

lock force against elevation shown in Appendix II, Figures 51 to 56.

Additional settlement of the cell after probing was nearly

uniform.

Effect of Zone C Filling and Concrete Deck

An additional 4.5 feet of fill (Zone C) caused most instrumented

sheetpiles to deform outwardly, except for those in Positions 4 and 7.

These sheetpiles deflected only a small amount. The top of the cell

moved toward the river, except on the back side, as shown in Figure

28. Interlock force increased all around the cell.

Settlement of the instrumented sheetpiles was generally uniform

(Figure 41).

The placement of the concrete slab made little change either in

the shape of the cell or its interlock force distribution. Only that

part of the sheetpiles near the top of the cell appeared to be influ-

enced. Nevertheless, settlement of the cell was induced (Figure 41).
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Coefficient of Lateral Earth Pressure, K

Strain gages were attached to the sheetpiles, oriented to

measure on horizontal planes. A previous study (15) had shown

that stresses on these surfaces in the vertical direction were essen-

tially zero. In the determination of K, it was assumed that the

vertical stress in the sheetpile was zero and had no effect on horizon-

tal stresses (see Appendix VIII). The calculated maximum average

value of K from field observations was 0.45. The K used in de-

sign was 0.4. The study at Long Beach Harbor (15) showed that K

reached values as high as 0.66. In the present installation maximum

local values of K reached 0. 7. K obtained in this study was lower

than that obtained at Long Beach Harbor, generally. There it was

assumed that horizontal stress was 10 percent greater than that

measured. It should also be noted that the Long Beach cells were

filled hydraulically.

The coefficient of lateral earth pressure tended to decrease

slightly with depth beneath the fill surface as can be seen in Figure

42. K also was reduced as the fill consolidated. Figure 42 shows

that K at Level A decreased more than at Levels B and C. When

the cell was filled, sand on Level B and C was likely made denser

than sand on Level A by the filling operation. Also, when the first

K was obtained it is possible that, at that time, consolidation at

Level A had just started; while consolidation had progressed further

on Levels B and C. As time passed, consolidation at Level A caught

up with that of Levels B and C. Consequently, K dropped more at

Level A than at the other levels. The differences noted are small,
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however, and probably not of any consequence from a design point

of view.

The computed coefficient of lateral earth pressure, K, varies

inversely with the unit weight of the fill. No direct method to deter-

mine the unit weight was attempted. The unit weight of the fill was

obtained indirectly as explained in Appendix VI. Errors in the com-

puted K values resulting from errors in density determination can be

computed. K values presented in the Results section of this thesis

were calculated by using density that corresponded to the average

minimum observed relative density of the fill, 40 percent. This value

is conservative in the sense that results in maximum calculated K

values. If a higher density, corresponding to the average observed

relative density was used the K values would decrease by about six

percent.

Although the observed K was close to that used in design, the

maximum observed interlock stress obtained from the field was only

about half of the allowable used in design (the maximum observed inter-

lock force was 4 kips per inch compared to 8 kips per inch allowed).

This is because the maximum observed interlock force during con-

struction corresponded to the full cell condition as a maximum while

in design, all surcharge (i. e. concrete slab, live load, earthquake,

etc.) were taken into account to compute the maximum interlock force.

Also, of course, the sheetpiles used in construction had somewhat

higher interlock capacity than what the design required since they

were the smallest acceptable size, and could not be specified to cor-

respond to exact required sizes to meet design requirements.
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Interlock Forces and Bulging of the Cell

It is generally assumed in design that the maximum bulging

point of the cell is located at one quarter of the exposed height of the

cell from the dredge line if the sheetpiles are embedded in soil or

rock. The maximum interlock force is also assumed to occur there.

The maximum bulging point that was observed in the field ranged from

0.18 to 0.28 of the height of the sheetpiles from dredge line. It

appears the maximum bulging point of the short sheetpiles was higher

up from the river bottom than that of the long sheetpiles. Maximum

observed interlock force coincided rather well with the maximum

bulging point (for long sheetpiles the maximum bulging point was close

to Level C). Both interlock force and bulging were maximum on

Level B for short sheetpiles. The TVA design rules (12) thus appear

to be appropriate.

Cell Settlement

After the cell was driven to its final position, the elevation of the

tops of instrumented sheetpiles was determined. This elevation was

used as a reference elevation to record the settlement. Elevations of

these points on the cell were obtained for each construction event.

Figure 41 shows settlement of the instrumented sheetpiles

related to construction events. Event No. 1 shows the cell settle-

ment after initial cell filling by a clam shell. The settlement of the

sheetpiles was nearly uniform except at Position 1. Sheetpiles of

the front of the cell were 18 feet longer than those on the back.
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Therefore, they are heavier and should settle more. During con-

struction, river traffic was heavy at the site. The traffic created

waves which caused the cell to move back and forth laterally before

it was filled. Most of the lateral force from the waves was damped

by slack in the interlocks and shielded by the structure. The long

sheetpiles near the Y-sheetpile (i.e. Positions 2, 3 and 8) had higher

stiffness than the extreme front of the cell; therefore, the sheetpiles

in the rear of the cell were not shaken as much as the front ones.

Because the foundation of the structure was granular soil, the vibra-

tion from the waves and the weight of the sheetpiles on the front of

the cell resulted in more settlement for this part of the cell than the

other part.

After the cell was completely filled, there were two causes of

cell settlement. First, the cell fill consolidated under its own

weight and created negative skin friction on the sheetpile surfaces.

Second the original ground was consolidated and compressed by the

weight of the fill in the cell. The incremental settlement of the back of

the cell was greater than the front. Since the sheetpiles of the back

of the cell had smaller depth of penetration than the front, their

settlement should be higher and generally as shown in Figure 41,

Event 2.

Figure 41, Event 3 shows the cell settlement after Zone B

was filled. Again consolidation of the original ground outside of the
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cell occurred on the back and sides. Also skin friction occurred on

the back and sides of the outside surface of the cell. This friction

force pulled the sheetpiles in this portion of the cell down. At this

stage, total settlement of the back of the cell (Position 6) was higher

than the front (Position 1).

Relative settlement due to probing Arcs 3 and 4 was almost

uniform. Position 5 had the maximum relative settlement while the

minimum occurred at Position 6.

The final 4.5 feet of fill (Zones C and D) created vertical force

directly above the short sheetpiles. Figure 41, Event 5 shows the

maximum relative settlement occurred at Position 6. The relative

settlement of the remaining positions was uniform.

The weight of the concrete slab had more influence on settle-

ment on the sheetpiles immediately beneath it. Positions 5 and 6

were not under the slab.

Settlement of the cell observed was greater than expected for

this type of foundation condition. A similar structure at Terminal 6

which is a few miles northeast of Terminal 4 also settled quite a bit

(about eight inches of settlement observed after the cell was filled).

Settlement of the cell studied at Long Beach Harbor (15) tended to

vary linearly from back to the front. Settlement of the sheetpiles

on the extreme back was about 5 inches while the extreme front

settled about 20 inches.
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Design Failure Modes and Field Observation

Design of cellular cell bulkhead was adapted from the design

methods for cofferdams. The lateral force on both types of structures

is different. The loaded side of a cofferdam is the water side. The

land side carries the greatest load for the bulkhead,

The measurements made in this project would not permit

calculation of the factor of safety of the cell against any failure mode

other than bursting.

Excessive Interlock Tension

Interlock force in the cell was obtained from strain gage read-.

ings. From this force, the coefficient of lateral earth pressure, K,

was calculated. K used in the design was 0.4 compared to an average

of 0.45 obtained from field measurements. The design, therefore,

was not as safe as anticipated, but well within the allowable stresses

for the material used and service load conditions.

Slipping Stability

In a cofferdam slipping can result from lateral force on the

cell. Uplift on the loaded side causes a pulling force on the sheet-

piles. In the bulkhead, this is not necessarily the case. Settlement

studies for this project showed that negative skin friction on the back
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of the cell was high enough to cause settlement of the cell on the

loaded side. Also friction between sheetpiles of this part of the cell

and the fill is double that in a cofferdam (fill both inside and outside of

the bulkhead on the loaded side). This friction, therefore, resists

pulling of the sheetpiles on the loaded side. It thus appears that

slipping stability of the cellular cell bulkhead cannot be critical.

Sliding Stability

The cause of sliding is the unbalanced lateral force on the cell.

In this study, the bottom of the cell was assumed to be fixed (for the

purpose of slope meter data reduction). Sliding of the cell bulkhead

can take place if depth of penetration of the cell is not sufficient.

We believe that the present approach to sliding stability analysis is

conservative, and have no direct evidence to contradict or enforce

this belief.

Internal Stability

Vertical shear at the center of the fill for the bulkhead is not

as critical as in the case of a cofferdam. This is because the over-

turning moment, M, in Equation 6 is less for bulkheads, due to

additional friction between the fill and sheetpiles surface on the loaded

side. The resisting shear, S, is not changed by this friction. Con-

sequently, the factor of safety of this mode is higher for bulkhead than

cofferdam.
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The additional friction between the fill and the sheetpiles on the

load side also reduces the filling moment, Mo, in Equation 26. So,

the factor of safety in Equation 26 for a bulkhead is increased since

Mr is unchanged.

Under s eepage

The sand that was used in filling was so pervious that there

was no lag between the river tide and the water table inside the cell.

No differential head between the inside and outside of the cell exists.

Therefore, underseepage is not a problem.

The foregoing arguments permit the conclusion that it is reason-

able to believe the design of a cellular bulkhead using procedures

adapted from cofferdam design is adequate and conservative.
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CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are drawn from the results observed

in the field.

1. The cell did not behave symmetrically. However, its response

was related to construction events sufficiently well to indicate that

symmetrical construction activities will produce symmetrical

response.

2. Bending around the vertical axis of the sheetpiles did occur.

These bending stresses approached the usual allowable bending stress

in the steel for loads about one-half those for which the structure was

designed. Such stress may be important at Y-connections.

3. Interlock force increased while cell was being probed, but

not sufficiently to indicate that general liquefaction of the cell fill

during probing could be a problem.

4. Maximum interlock force occurred when the cell was first

filled. Hoop stresses behind connections of the cell and arcs were

not the largest observed. Filling both arcs decreased hoop tension at

all gage locations.

5. Surcharge on the fill influenced (increased interlock force

and caused deflection) sheetpiles only on the top part of the cell.

6. The phreatic line inside cell for this project was horizontal

at all times, and its elevation was at the same level as the adjacent

river. There was no tidal lag.
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7. The maximum average values of coefficient of lateral earth

pressure for interlock stability calculations was found to be about

0.45. If the effect of stress in the vertical direction on the sheet sur-

face had been taken into account the K value would have been different

from 0.45 (would be lower probably because of the compression in

sheetpilings due to negative skin friction after filling).

8. The K value decreased after the fill consolidated. The

value of K four days after the cell was filled was 0.39. Five days

after the cell was filled K was 0.38.

9. Steel for this type of structure can be saved by using

shorter and thinner sheetpiles for the back side of the cell. However,

there were two effects induced by using them. One is that the location

of the maximum bulging point and maximum interlock force occurred

at higher elevation than that which occurred in the long sheetpiles.

The other is that the cell settled more in the back after filling

because of the shorter depth of sheetpile penetration.

10. Maximum total settlement of the cell checked on September

9, 1974, was around ten inches. Differential settlement of the cell, on

the plane across the front and the back of the cell was obvious. This

was attributed to the difference between the weights of the sheetpiles,

the differential loading on them, variations in their depth of pene-

tration and the effect created by waves from the river.

11. Interlock force in the cell increased while the cell was
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being probed. After probing the force dropped back to a value

slightly higher than that before.

12. Riverward distortion of the cell was not evident until the

area behind the cell was backfilled. At the end of construction the

maximum deflection of the top of the front side of the cell toward

the river was ten inches from its initial position.

13. Sheet stress and sheet deflection showed that maximum

interlock force in the cell occurred near, if not at, the maximum

bulging point of the cell. This indicates that the TVA (12) suggestion

to compare the maximum interlock force in the cell at 4 is justified

from the design point of view.

14. Main causes of cell settlement are compression of original

ground due to the weight of the cell fill and negative skin friction on

sheetpiles developed from consolidation of the fill.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY AND DESIGN

Future Studies

If the same type of structure could be instrumented again,

attention should be given to the following recommendations:

1. The strain gages which survived driving performed satis-

factorily to, date. The principal weakness of the gages was the con-

nection between the lead wire and gage body, These problems can

be eliminated by fixing the gage leads to prevent force being trans-

mitted to the connection.

Z. Strains on the sheetpile surface in the vertical direction

should be measured to aid in interpretation of settlement causes.

The most important positions around the cell that should be instru-

mented are 1, 3 and 6.

3. Interlock forces near or below dredge line (Level D where

all gages were destroyed) should be determined, but not as a priority

item if there are funding restrictions.

4. Settlements of both the fill and the cell should be recorded

as often as possible.

5. Distribution of vertical soil pressUre at the bottom of the

cell should .be observed.

6. Compression and consolidation of the original ground

should be detected.
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Future Designs

From the results of this study it appears that current design

procedures result in an adequate structure. It should be noted that

for similar installations the maximum coefficient of lateral earth

pressure immediately after cell filling can be as high as 0. 7. A

sustained value of 0.4 for design service conditions is reasonable.

One foot of total movement both vertically and riverward should be

anticipated for similar foundation conditions.

The existance of horizontal bending stresses in sheetpiling

should be recognized and considered in design. The practice of

using shorter, lighter sheetpiling on the landside of cellular bulk-

heads should be continued as a method of providing savings in steel

costs.
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APPENDIX I

SHEET STRESS DATA
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APPENDIX II

INTERLOCK FORCE DATA
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6 flacafilled "8" aone 1/4/74

6 Probed net 1 and 4 2/8/74

7 Final 4.5' fig 3/7504

8 I Concrete slab Pouted 4120'74
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Figure 51 Interlock force at position 1
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Figure 52 Interlock force at position 2

No. I Events Dale

1 Eecavalon mode cell tram - 38'
to-42'. Reading after 1.111ad to -31'

11/16/73

2 Cell tilled iron. -31' to -21' 11/2973

3 Con 1111.4 horn -21' to 14' 12'1373

4 Arcs 3 and 4 triAd 17/17/74

5 Backfilled -El" zone 1/474

B Probed arcs 3 and 4 3/8'74

7 final 4.5' 1111 . 3'25/74

8.--,.. Concrete slab Pound 47074
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No. I Events Date

I Excavation msicht all Iron, 36'
to-42'. beading attar titled to -31'

11/1673

2 Cell filled from -31' to -21' r 11/2973

3 Celt filled from -21' to .14'

ll

12/1373

4 Ala 3 and t tilled 12/1774

5 I Backtilled "8" tone 114 74

13 Probed was 3 end 4

7 Final 4.5' fill 3,2674

8 Conevete Nab poured 4,2074
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No. Events On
1 5464000on onskle con from-38'

to -42'. Reeding after tilled to -31'
11/16/73

2 Coil tilted horn -31' to -27' 71/29/73

3 Coll filled from-21' to 14* 12/13/73

Arcs 3 and 4 71118E 12/17174

5 flockfilled "0" none 1/4174

8 honed era 3 end 4 21074

7 Final 4.6' fill 3/26r74

8 Coocrets slob pouted 4'73.74
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Figure 55 Interlock force at position 7

No. Events Date

1 6ectwetion inside all horn- 38'
to Piradong sttri 1d/re) to -31'

l 11/16/73

1 Cell tined Iron. -31' to-21' 11/25.13

3 Cell lined Iron. - 21' to 14' 12'13/73

4 Pm 3 and 4 filled 12/17/74

5 Backfille0 "8.' tone 1/4/74

6 Prob. arcs 3 artd a 2/8/0
I Fine 4.5' fill 3,25/74

8 Concrete Job poured 4:2014
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Figure 56 Interlock force at position 8
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to -42'. Reed.no after idled to -31'
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2 I Col! filled from -31' to-21' 11/29r73

3 Coil tilled from 21' to 014' 12.13/73

4 Arcs 3 end 4 foiled 12117/74

5 Beckfilled "r zone 1/4/74

13 Roped arcs 3 and 4 2/8/74

7 Final 4.5' fill 3/25/74

8 Conaele slab poured 4/20/74
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APPENDIX III

RADIAL DEFORMATION DATA
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Figure 57 Radial deformation of instrumented sheet position 2

No. Events

Re Initial reeding

Rr Cali fiiied from -31' to -21'

22 Celt filled from -21' to el'

Rg 113'. zone filled

Re Probed arcs 3 end 4

Rg Final 4.5' fill

Rg Concrete sits poured

Date

10/29/73

11/29/73

12/14/73

1/9/70

2/7/74

3/25/74

410,74
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Figure 58 Radial deformation of instrumented sheet position 2

No.

00

R,
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R.

Rt

Events

Initial reeding

Ceti !filed from -31' to -21'

Cell tilted from -21' to .14'

eone tilled

Probed Ha 3 and

Final 4.5' fill

Concrete slab pound

Date

10/23/73

1!29/73

12/14/73

119174

2/7/74

3/25/74

410/74
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Figure 59 Radial deformation of instrumented sheet position 3

No. Events Date

no

07

R,

R,

Ra

R.

R.

Initial reading 10/29/73

Cell 'died horn -31. to -21' 11/2973

Cell tilled horn-21' to 04' 12114,73

"T" lone riled 1/9/74

Probed arcs 3 and 4 2/7/74

Final 49' fill 3/25/74

Concrete slab pound 470.14
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Figure 60 Radial deformation of instrumented sheet position 3

No. Events
1

Data

110 Iniaa/ reading 10/2403

At Cell filied Iron, -31. to -21' 1109/73

R2 Cell Med from-21' to .14' 12/14/73

Fla "B" zone filled 1/9174

Fla Probed a. 3 end < 2/7174

Fmr# 4.5' 101 305/74

Ra Concrete Vat, Mutt. 4/2004
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Re Final 41' /ill 3/25/74
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Figure 61 Radial deformation of instrumented sheet position 5
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Figure 62 Radial deformation of instrumented sheet position 5
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No. Events Date

no Initiei reedit 10/29173

11 Cel rued hem -31' to -21' 11/29173

R2 Cell find from -21' to +14' 12/14/73

R3 .13" zone filled 1/5/74

04 Probed arcs 3 and 4 2M74

Re Fine, kV till 315/74

Re Concrete 4413 poured 4 ,20 /7 4

cr
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Figure 63 Radial deformation of instrumented sheet position 8
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Figure 64 Radial deformation of instrumented sheet position 8

No. Events Date
Ro Initial reading 1C/25/73

R, Cell filled from -31' to -21 11/79/73

R7 Call rilled from -21' to 14' 12/14/73

-11- zone fined 1/9/74

Ra Probed arcs 3 end 4 7/7774

Re Final 45' fill 3/25/74

Re Concrete 61110 poured 4/20/74
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APPENDIX IV

RIVERWARD DEFORMATION DATA
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Figure 65 Riverward deformation of instrumented sheet position 2
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Figure 66 Riverward deformation of instrumented sheet position 2
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Figure 67 Riverward deformation of instrumented sheet position 3
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Figure 68 Riverward deformation of instrumented sheet position 3
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Figure 69 Riverward deformation of cell at position 4 and 7
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Figure 73 Riverward deformation of cell at positions 4 and 7
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Figure 75 Riverward deformation of instrumented sheet position 5
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Figure 76 Riverward deformation of instrumented sheet position 5
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Figure 77 Riverward deformation instrumented sheet position 8
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GAGE SHAKING TESTS

Preliminary investigations of strain gages were done to see if

they would be able to withstand vibrations from sheetpile driving.

Two types of gages were mounted on a steel plate. One was the

Telemac SC-11 gage (a vibrating wire strain gage). The other was

a resistance strain gage manufactured by Microdot. The steel plate

was fixed on the platform of a shaking table. The table was operated

with varied frequency. The frequency was started from zero, and

increased to 54 cps, which provided the same acceleration as the

hammer used to drive sheetpiles. The table was left operating at

54 cps for five minutes, then brought back to rest. Reading of gages

were taken after shaking. The same procedure was repeated eleven

times. After the test, both gages functioned properly. The result of

this test indicated that either gage should be able to withstand vibra-

tions from sheetpile driving.
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UNIT WEIGHT OF SAND FILL

Sand fill for the cell was required to have a relative density of

at least 60 percent after compaction by probing. Maximum and

minimum dry unit weights of the fill material were determined in the

laboratory. These were 97.8 pcf and 80.5 pcf,respectively. Borings

before probing (see Table 3) showed the fill had 40 percent average

minimum relative density. The dry unit weight of the sand at 40

percent relative density was 86. 7. The dry unit weights correspond-

ing to 81 percent relative density and 55 percent relative density

were 94 pcf and 80.2 pcf,respectively. With the specific gravity of

the sand determined from the laboratory, of 2.71, its saturated unit

weight at 40 percent relative density was 117.1 pcf. Therefore, the

bouyant unit weight of the fill was 54.7 pcf. Because there was no

lag between the phreatic line inside the cell and river tide, a bouyant

unit weight of 55 pcf for cell fill below the phreatic line was used. A

saturated unit weight of 117 pcf for the fill above the water table

inside the cell was used to calculate the cell internal pressure that

created interlock forces.
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Table 3. Relative density of sand fills at Terminal No. 4 determined
from Standard Penetration Tests

Boring No. Dr min.
Drmax.

D-18 43 93 59

D-19 42 73 60

D-20 35 75 47

D-21 37 97 55

D-28 43 74 57

D-29 42 87 60

D- 30 38 69 45

Average 40 81 55

* Observed corrected values according to Gibbs, H. J. and W. G.
Holtz (1957). Research on Determing the Density of Sands by
Spoon Penetration Testing. Proc. 4th Inter. Conf. Soil Mech.,
London, 1, p. 35-39.
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SHEETPILE MODULUS AND INTERLOCK CAPACITY

Interlock Strength

A short length was cut from a sheetpile at the job site. Two

sets of interlock test samples were prepared and tested. They were

milled to a uniform width of 2 inches. The web of the sheetpile tested

was 0.5 inch thick. In addition, three samples for tension testing

were cut from the web of the sheetpile, each with a cross section

0.5 inch square.

The samples for interlock tests were failed in tension. Figure

83 shows the results of the tests. The ultimate interlock capacity of

both samples was 18 kips per linear inch.

Elastic Modulus

Plots of the stress-strain relationships from tension tests on

the web samples is shown in Figure 84. After initial load was applied

to the tension samples, very small strains took place. After the load

reached 3, 6 and 8 ksi for samples No. 2, 3 and 1 respectively, the

slope of the stress-strain curve was as expected for steel. The

modulus of elasticity, E, of the sheetpile is shown in Figure 84. In

strain data reduction, E of 30 x 106 ksi was used.
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METHOD OF STRESS REDUCTION

Strain from Frequency

The measured frequency of vibration of the wire inside the

strain gage was converted to strain using the following equation

where

Strain, E = C (N
2 - N.) x 10
f

Nf = current frequency of gage, cycles per second

N. = reference frequency of gage, cycles per second

C = numerical constant of gage (for SC-11 C is 3.125 x 10
seconds per cycle)

Therefore

Strain, E = 3.125 N2 - N. ) x 10 -9
f

Stress from Strain

3
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(30)

(31)

From theory of elasticity (9), the relationships among stresses

and strains are

1
E [a- - + 0- ) v]

x E x y z

- (cr +CT
x y

(32)

(33)

(34)

1 Descriptive Note and Directions for Installing the SC Straingage
by Telemac International, Inc.
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E e , e = linear strains in the X, Y, and Z directions
X y z respectively

0- , 0- , 0- = stress in the X, Y, and Z directions
X y z respectively

= Poisson's ratio of material

To determine the interlock force in the sheetpiling, it is

reasonable to disregard the stress developed in sheetpiling in the

radial direction of the cell. The stress across the thickness of

sheetpiling web, CT

z
, should be very small.

Therefore, 1
V cr

x E x y

1
= k V 0-

E y

(35)

(36)

The study at Long Beach Harbor (15) showed that the vertical

stress (O y) is more or less randomly distributed about a zero mean.

The effect of T . on Ex , herein, therefore has been neglected.

The stress in sheetpilings can thus be computed from strain measured

by using the simple equation

Tx = E xE (37)

From Equations 31 and 37,

2 Let the X-axis be horizontal, the Y-axis be vertical and the
Z- axis be horizontal, perpendicular to X.



Stress, o-x = 3.125 (N - N.2 ) x 30 x 10-3
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(38)

Had the vertical stress in the sheetpiling been accounted for the

effect could be described as follows. With compressive vertical

stresses, G. in Equation 35 would be a negative number. For a given

measured strain, ex, therefore, the value of the horizontal stress,

(ix, would be smaller than computed assuming o- was zero. Since

calculations of K are made from Cr,x the effect of not accounting for

vertical compressive stresses in the sheetpiles would thus be that the

K values given are conservative.

Example of Hoop Stress Calculation

As an example, the stress at Position 6, Level C after cell

filling will be computed.

Initial frequency Current frequency

Outside gage

Inside gage

cycles per second cycles per second
219 684

804 625

Crxoutside
3.125 x 30 (6842 - 2192) x 10-3

= 29, 365 psi, tension

crx inside
= 3.125 x 30 (6252 - 8042) x 10-3

= 23, 980 psi, compression

These stresses are stresses at the gage wire which is 0.381

inch away from the sheetpiling surfaces. Assume stress varies

linearly from the inside to the outside gage.



Figure 85. Sheet bending stress calculations

Then from Figure 85

outside gage stress

inside gage stress

outside sheetpiling stress

inside sheetpiling stress

hoop sress

sheetpiling bending stress

ac =

gh =

fd =

ij =

ab, hl =

de, ik =

be
2

gh + ac

ab ac - gh
2

10.203\
bc 0.584'

For ac = 39, 365 psi

gh = 23,980 psi

the following values are obtained

outside

sheetpiling

inside
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Hence

de = 11,009 psi

ab = 7, 693 psi

df = 18,702 psi, tension

ij = 3, 316 psi, compression

Outside sheetpiling stress is 11.009 ksi

Inside sheetpiling stress is 3.316 ksi

Interlock force is 7.693 x 0.406 = 3.123 ksi.
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SLOPE METER DATA REDUCTION

The Slope Meter measures the angle from the vertical in a

square, steel tube. Horizontal movement of the tube is computed

from changes in the vertical orientation of the tube. The slope

meter includes a transducer and cable, strain gage indicator, cable,

pulley, sounding weight, and carrying case (see Figure 86). The

transducer is a four wheeled instrument attached to the end of the

cable. Two wheels are fixed and the other two are free. The fixed

wheels are on the same side of the transducer, as are the free wheels.

The strain indicator is a portable instrument manufactured by

Automation Industries, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania and is suitable

for application with electrical resistance strain gage of all types.

The strain indicator response of the transducer is, for practical

purposes, linear with the angle of the instrument from the vertical.

To obtain slopemeter data, insert the transducer into the square tube.

The wheels of the transducer are in the diagonal of the tube. The

orientation of the transducer is normally designated by the direction

of the fixed wheels; i.e., North, South, East or West. North and

East may be considered positive or forward, South and West as

negative or reverse. Slope measurements are made of prescribed

depths, designated as stations. A set of readings for a station

consists of measurements made with opposite orientations of the
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Figure 86. Slope meter
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transducer; i. e forward and reverse. Forward and reverse readings

of a vertically positioned transducer are taken. The difference

between them represents twice the angle of the transducer from the

vertical. The product of this difference and distance between sta-

tions gives the relative displacement at the midpoint of the trans-

ducer.

Displacement = (Difference)(Distance between stations)
2X (instrument factor)

(42)

The difference between displacements for each set of readings

can be compared as desired.

The Slope Meter can detect horizontal movement with accuracy

of 0.25 inch ± .

Horizontal movement of the instrumented sheetpiles was

detected both radially and tangentially to the cell. From these

movements, the desired direction of horizontal movement can be

obtained. Horizontal radial deformation of the cell was obtained

directly from the data (see the orientation of the slope tube in Figure

13). Riverward cell deflection was obtained by combining the con-

verted movement of the cell radially and tangentially in this direction.

The following example illustrates the data form and its reduc-

tion. The displacement shown is that accumulative from a vertical

line that passes through the bottom of the steel tube.
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Date: 12/14/73

Tube No. : 6

Instrument Factor: 12,000

Station Forward Reverse Difference
Cumulative

Difference
Displacement

(inch)

2

4
6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20
22
24
26
28
30
32

34
36

38

40
42

44
46

48
SO

52

54
56
58

60
62
64
66

5257
5191
5143
5184
5184
5208

5196
5214
5204
5236
5243
5195
5195
5234
5216
5204
5204
5154
5015
5021
5014
5037
5137
5254
5260
5275
5289
5312
5304
5304
5310
5252
5267

5210
5233
5283
5240
5230
5220
5220
5201
5217
5194
5197
5219
5234
5194
5215
5217
5229
5278

55442192

5435
55431124

5178
5178
5169
5158
5146
5141
5147
5147
5191

5191

+ 47
- 42
-.140

56

46
12

24
+ 13

13

42

+ 46
24
39

+ 40
+ 4
- 13
- 25
-124
-407
-398
-421
-375
-177
+ 76
+ 82
+106
+131
+166
+163
+157
+163
+ 61
+ 76

- 963
-1010
- 968
- 828
- 772
- 726

714
690

- 703

- 690
- 732

778

- 754
- 715

755
- 759

746
- 721

597
190

+ 208
+ 629
+1004
+1181
+1105
+1023
+ 917

+ 672806
+ 457
+ 300
+ 137
+ 76

0

-0, 963
-1. 010
-0,968
-0. 828
-0. 772
-0. 726
-0,714
-0,690

- 0,703
-0, 690

1.00.. 777328

-0,754
-0. 715
-0,755
-0, 759
-0. 746

-0. 190
+0:00.. 257029871

+0. 629
+1. 004
+1,181

+1,105
+1,023
+0,917
+0, 786
+0,620

+0,457
+0, 300
+0,137
+0,076

0


